


INTRODUCTION Campus planning is a continuous process. The initial study 
effort represented by this report provides a concept of 
expansion, establishing basic criteria regarding campus organi-
zation, orientation and character, and making firm recom-
mendations pertaining to vehicular and pedestrian circula-
tion. These guidelines provide a framework within which day 
to day decisions can be made with assurance that such 
decisions will relate logically to past and future campus 
organization. 

Because planning will continue, this report is organized in 
such a manner as will allow the inclusion of future pertinent 
information as it is developed. Each section begins with a 
review of the information obtained by the planners together 
with their recommendations. Where appropriate, letters and 
reports substantiating conclusions are summarized and in-
cluded. Each section then contains a "Post Study" division 
for the filing of future data specific to that section. 

Divider headings are included in the order in which the 
individual topics were considered during the initial study. 
This first section, for example, includes minutes of early 
meetings with University Administrators, City Officials and 
representatives of the architectural firm of Keene, MacRae 
Associates, Inc. and Richard Paul Miller. Subsequent sections 
range from the broad scale concerns of a regional analysis to 
the details of campus character. 
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PROGRAM In developing a master plan program for the next decade at 
Indiana University at South Bend, the committee responsible 
for the program has established certain educational goals: 

1. To accommodate an unprecedented number of college 
enrollees from the regions surrounding South Bend; 

2. To provide collegiate level courses and degrees for 
those students who prefer to commute to school from 
their homes; 

3. To make available a broad range of continuing educa-
tion courses for adults; 

4. To support basic and applied research. 

Information in this section summarizes the basic criteria 
established to achieve these educational goals. Since the 
purpose of this study is to develop an appropriate environ-
ment for the educational process, only those portions of the 
University's academic master plan which define physical 
space requirements are included. Full time equivalent (FTE) 
enrollments have been projected through 1976, when enroll-
ments are expected to total 7,085 students. Discussions 
among university and planning personnel, however, have 
resulted in a planning base being established at an ·enrollment 
of 12,000 students. It is felt that if the land owned or to be 
purchased by the university can sustain this size student 
body, then projections should be based on it to gain more 
flexibility in academic programing. 
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INDIANA UNIVERSITY AT SOUTH BEND PROGRAM SUMMARY 12,000 FTE STUDENTS 

ACADEMIC 

The following stat1st1cs are 
Regional Campuses. 

Function 

Classrooms 
Laboratories 
Faculty Offices 
Research 
Academic Storage 
Library 

Study Hall 
Stacks and Service 

Administration 
Auditorium 

Student Services 

Total 

based on information supplied by Indiana University's Division of 

Assignable Square 
Feet Per FTE 

10.0 
7.5 
6.0 
3.0 
1.0 

10.0 
4.0 
6.0 
2.0 

10.0 

59.5 

Gross Square Feet Per FTE Student- 100 

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION 

Function 

Gymnasium 

Assignable Square 
Feet Per FTE 

9.0 

Total Assignable 
Square Feet 

120,000 
90,000 
72,000 
36,000 
12,000 

120,000 
48,000 
72,000 
24,000 

(including faculty) 
120,000 

714,000 

Total Assignable 
Square Feet 

108,000 

Total Gross 
Square Feet 

200,400 
150,300 
120,240 
60,120 
20,040 

200,400 
80,160 

120,240 
40,080 

200,400 

1'192,380 

Total Gross 
Square Feet 

180,400 

Playing Fields- 27 acres (based on an average of 100 square feet per FTE student. This figure is 
derived from information presented in Planning Areas and Facilities for Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation by The Athletic Institute, and American 
Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation). 
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PARKING 

Required parking is based on the assumption that while during the early years of campus develop-
ment there may be a need to provide two parking spaces for every three FTE students, this figure 
will drop to possibly one space for every two FTE students as academic programs and schedules be-
come more varied and City transportation systems become more acceptable for commuters. Both 
ratios include parking for faculty, staff and visitors. 

FTE Enrollment Assumed Ratio Number of Parking Spaces 

3,000 2 to 3 2,000 
6,000 2 to 3 4,000 
9,000 1 to 2 4,500 

12,000 1 to 2 6,000 

HOUSING 

No housing is planned for the campus at South Bend. 

SERVICE 

No specific requirements have been established for the amount of service facilities that will be 
needed at South Bend campus. Experience at other campuses, however, would indicate that from 3 
to 6 gross square feet of service building should be programmed for each FTE student. 
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REGION Indiana University at South Bend is planned as a commuting 
college. A knowledge of existing and proposed roadways in 
the region is necessary before projections can be made on the 
travel patterns which students as well as staff members will 
follow in their daily trips to the campus. Awareness of such 
patterns is helpful in determining future campus orientation, 
entrances and parking zones. 

The population of St. Joseph County is expanding rapidly 
with major growth occurring to the northeast and southeast. 
The University is in an excellent location to serve the 
increasing numbers of college students who will be traveling 
to the campus from these areas. 

The proposed thoroughfare plan for St. Joseph County 
suggests a system of three ring roads to carry traffic around 
the congested centers of South Bend and Mishawaka. 
Ironwood Drive lying just east of the campus becomes part of 
the Intermediate Belt within this system. It is assumed that 
many of those bound for the campus from outlying areas will 
use this route. This suggests that a major entrance to the 
campus from the east be considered in future planning. 

A grade separation is presently planned for the intersection 
of Ironwood Drive with the Outer Belt. Since students 
coming from rural areas will very likely use the Outer Belt to 
bypass the city, an interchange would be advisable at 
Ironwood Drive to allow for a more direct route in to the 
campus. 

Students and staff living in the inner city will very likely 
continue to approach the University from the west over 
Mishawaka Avenue or Northside Boulevard suggesting a 
second major entrance on this side of the campus. Traffic on 
these routes will increase in volume as enrollments increase, 
suggesting efforts should be made to disperse this traffic as it 
nears the campus in order to facilitate easier movement into 
and out of future parking zones. 

The City of South Bend has recently purchased the local bus 
system. Improvements in scheduling can help alleviate poten-
tial traffic congestion in the vicinity of the university by 
encouraging more students to rely on public transportation. 
The possibility exists that Indiana University may offer joint 
programs with other colleges in the area, particularly Notre 
Dame University. Here again, a suitable bus system running 
between the institutions involved can relieve congestion by 
eliminating the need for students to use their private 
automobiles to get back and forth between classes. 
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COMMUNITY Indiana University at South Bend is and will continue to be 
an urban campus centrally located so as to be readily 
accessible to all potential students in the area. All future 
construction to meet the demands of an expanding enroll-
ment can very likely be incorporated within a 5 minute 
walking radius. But such a radius includes a good deal of 
property not now owned by the college. In order to realize 
future enrollment goals, a considerable amount of additional 
land will be needed for the attendant building program. The 
direction of future expansion is determined not only by 
conceptual organization patterns but also by future availabil-
ity of these adjacent lands. 

To the east, a residential neighborhood lies between the 
university property and Ironwood Drive, the logical bound-
ary for 'campus expansion in this direction. City officials have 
expressed a willingness to close the streets in this area if the 
university obtains all of the adjoining land from the existing 
property owners. 

Northside Boulevard separates the university from the St. 
Joseph River to the south, thereby limiting the opportunity 
to relate the campus directly to the water's edge. Much of 
this roadway and its extension, Pleasant Street, has been 
improved and widened in recent years. Across the river to the 
south, approximately 26 acres of open land is devoted to a 
par-3 golf course. A major sewer under this land is for "wet 
weather flow" and is in use only during heavy rain storms. It 
can be rerouted if the university purchases this land for 
expansion. 
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To the west, Northside Park, an Army Reserve Center and 
residences surround Associates Investment Company. Univer-
sity expansion in this direction must take into account any 
future plans which Associates might have for also expanding 
into the neighboring residential areas. Here again, minor 
streets can be closed if all adjoining property is held in single 
ownership. 

North of Mishawaka Boulevard, a major city park offers 
recreation facilities which might be used by the university 
students. Physical expansion into the park is questionable, 
however, because of the high volumes of traffic caused by the 
boulevard. 

It becomes apparent that except for commercial areas along 
Lincoln Way East and property owned by Associates Invest-
ment Company, land bounded by Mishawaka Boulevard, 
Ironwood Drive, Lincoln Way East and Twickenham Drive 
should be considered as providing potential building sites for 
future campus expansion. Land in this zone, approximately 
100 acres, lies within a 5 to 6 minute walking distance of 
Northside Hall. The initial direction of expansion will 
establish priorities in land purchases by the university. 
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SITE To recognize the attributes of a site and to capture their 
spirit in future development is the purpose of site analysis. 
Characteristics of a site should govern its use and should 
guide planners in the placement of functions on the land. 

At South Bend, the existing topography in the vicinity of 
Indiana University forms a well defined valley through which 
runs the St. Joseph River. Because the threat of flooding is 
negligible, all of the valley in this area can be considered 
buildable land. Soil boring data compiled for the City along 
Northside Boulevard suggests further that adequate bearing 
capacity exists for future buildings. 

The visual orientation of all land units along the valley is to 
the St. Joseph River. It serves, therefore, as a unifying 
element and, in the vicinity of the university, ties together 
the land uses between the bridges at Twickenham and 
Ironwood. 

As has been noted, the need to disperse traffic as it nears the 
campus will be critical to avoid undo congestion. Potential 
access points to the campus can be identified from each of the 
major traffic routes which define the zone for university 
expansion. While logical in terms of existing traffic patterns, 
further emphasis on entering the campus from Northside 
Boulevard is questionable. The more traffic that is generated 
on this route, the more significant it becomes as a barrier 
between the university and the river. 

Existing university buildings include Northside Hall and 
Greenlawn Hall. The latter, a renovated tool and dye plant, 
serves the university well at the present time but its low 
density may make it inappropriate for campus use in the 
future. Similarly, while purchase of the Coca Cola bottling 
plant and the detention home adjacent to the university is 
well advised, use of these structures for teaching facilities for 
any significant length of time should be questioned because 
of their limited capacity. 
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CONCEPT The analysis of the University's academic goals and the 
analysis of the region, community and site are merged into a 
concept for future development. Alternative concepts are 
presented, suggesting various schemes for expansion within 
the guidelines established by program and site analysis. 

Six schemes were presented for expansion of Indiana 
University at South Bend, each exhibiting certain advantages 
and disadvantages but all recognizing the land areas needed to 
sustain a campus of 12,000 students and all exhibiting a 
relationship to various aspects of the site. 
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Expansion to the east requires immediate negotratron toEast purchase apartments and private houses east of the present 
campus. This concept orients to the valley-land across the 
river falls within the five minute walking radius and can be 
developed to serve various University needs. An entrance to 
the campus from Lincoln Way East is feasible, reducing the 
impact of campus traffic on Mishawaka Avenue and North-
side Boulevard. 
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South 1 Several schemes are shown for expanding the campus to the 
south. The first envisions academic buildings located on 
landfill in the St. Joseph River. Northside Boulevard contin-
ues through the campus with an overpass connecting academ-
ic facilities on either side. This scheme directly relates the 
campus to the river valley in a dramatic manner. Landfill and 
retaining walls are expensive however and State officials 
would look with disfavor on restricting the river's flow. 
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South 2 Rerouting the St. Joseph River results in a more centralized 
academic zone but one which because of its lengthened 
north/south access has little relationship to the waters edge. 
Northside Boulevard continues to separate the campus from 
the river. While changing the river channel is feasible and 
more desirable than restricting existing flow, the cost can be 
justified only if other lands adjacent to the campus are 
unavailable for University expansion. 
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South 3 In this scheme the St. Joseph River becomes the unifying 
feature within the campus. Major functions occur on both 
sides of the river resulting in maximum dispersal of campus 
traffic. Northside Boulevard traffic is rerouted allowing the 
academic core of the campus to relate directly to the river. A 
strong tie between the north and south campus segments 
utilizing substantial bridges is mandatory. 
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Greenlawn Avenue is closed to 
through traffic allowing for continuity 
in campus organization. Some private 
homes in this area would need to be 
purchased to allow for stronger link 
between buildings to the east and to 
the west. 

Academic e parallels waters edge 
thus recognizing river's importance as 
a major environmental resource. 

--i:~~C~S" .. . 
'-~·.~~-r.trrot1~h traffic 1s allowed to : continue 

·~· ... on Northside Boulevard. 

Land needed immediately for academ-
ic expansion includes the Army Re-
serve Center and Veterans Park to the 
west and the detention home to the Land south of the river should be 
east. obtained at an early date for future 

expansion of the campus functions 
and to protect the river valley from 
being developed in undesirable uses. 

West-Final Concept 
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Discussions pertaining to the advantages and disad-DESIGN 
vantages of the various concepts suggest that 
expansion of the campus northward towards Mish-
awaka Boulevard and westward into Northside 
Sou levard Park would be most appropriate. The 
opportunity to build immediately on University 
property is of primary importance. At the same 
time, the purchase of land along Northside Boule-
vard for future expansion wi II allow the campus 
ultimately to more fully take advantage of the 
beauty- of the St. Joseph River. 

Within this framework, the design should reflect 
the needs of the educational program and the 
characteristics of the site. As shown in the model, a 
dense urban campus is envisioned. No building 
within the academic zone is further than a three 

minute walk from the center. All buildings are 
connected by enclosed walkways or open plazas at 
common levels, allowing students and faculty to 
circulate freely throughout the academic zone. The 
buildings open out to the major campus entrances 
and parking on the north and to recreational 
facilities on the south. 

· Reflecting the topography of the site, buildings 
along the north edge of the academic zone are built 
into the banks and serve to enclose courtyards 
which step down to the valley floor and open out 
to the river. 

The design development illustrates a realignment in 
Hildreth Street, separating the proposed expansion 

of the University from Associates Investment 
Company. These two institutions have enjoyed an 
excellent relationship in the past and it is assumed 
that this spirit of cooperation will continue in the 
future. The Hildreth Street realignment provides 
for a wider dimension and, therefore, a stronger tie 
between the present campus and its extension to 
the west. It reduces the amount of parking for 
Associate Investment Company, however. The 
placement of this parking together with the possi-
ble expansion of Associates'facilities should logical-
ly occur west of the present offices and north of 
Hildreth Street, realigned. The University may wish 
to purchase property in this area to compensate 
Associates for the land needed for campus expan-
sion. 
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NOTE: Building numbers denote number of floor levels. 

Horizontally the academic core of the campus is organized 
along a spine of buildings containing classrooms, faculty 
offices, research and laboratories. Separate from but con-
nected to this spine are buildings containing special func-
tions. These include the library, administration building, 
student services and the gymnasium. Because it now houses a 
major theatre, Northside Hall becomes primarily a fine arts 
and performing arts building. Beyond the core, parking 
structures and lots are located so as to give access to the 
campus at many points. 

The campus is built in stages with buildings and plazas adqed 
as academic program demands increase. Certain buildings 
such as the library may initially house other functions (such 
as student services). As enrollments grow, these functions will 
move into their own buildings. 
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715.00 LEVEL 

702. 50 LEVEL 

690.00 L-EVEL BRIDGE o/ 

ACROSS 
RIVER Level Relationships 

The existing terrain surrounding the campus drops 
from an elevation of approximately 715 feet on 
the high grade north of Northside Hall to an 
elevation of approximately 690 feet along the 
banks of the St. Joseph River. The campus is 
designed to take advantage of this drop in grade 
and to become a part of the north wall of the 
valley. Three levels made up of plazas and building 
floors are used to descend the slope. 
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715 Level Major entrances to the campus are from the 715 level to the 
North. Students and faculty walking into the campus from 
parking lots and structures at this level can walk from 
building to building without going up or down steps. Moving 
southward through the co!T'plex, they find themselves on the 
second and then the third floors of certain buildings as the 
land below drops down to the river. Movement to lower 
levels is through stair wells or elevators within the buildings. 
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702.5 Level 

_j 

Those people bound for the campus from the parking 
structure south of the river or those entering Northside Hall 
through its front entrance wi II find themselves at the 702.5 
level. This level corresponds with the first floor of Northside 
Hall. Through hallways and plazas, the pedestrian can again 
move freely from one building to another. Only the student 
services building is beyond reach at this level. Connection to 
the administration building is at its basement level. 

To reduce their impact on the campus, parking structures are 
set into the ground with one or possibly two floors lying 
below grade. A connecting link between the administration 
building and the parking structures lying just north and south 
of it can be established therefore at the 702.5 level. 
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690 Level Major recreational facilities, formal and informal, are located 
at the 690 level. The ground floor of the gymnasium, student 
services building and library open out onto lawns and trees at 
this level. Lawns adjacent to the gym are established as 
playfields for Physical Education classes while lawns further 
to the east are used by students for relaxation and study. If 
more extensive playfields are required, they should be 
established south of the river where more open land is 
available. 

The parking structure lying west of the gymnasium is 
connected to the gym through either an open court or 
enclosed walkway. The roof of the structure is available for 
hard court games such as tennis, basketball or handball. 
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Circulation & Parking 
Existing city streets and thoroughfares"<lre used to 
provide access to the campus for commuting 
students and faculty and access to individual 
buildings for service vehicles. Major visitor en-
trances to the academic core are provided on the 
north and east sides of the complex. 

No major automobile entrances are provided to the 
campus directly from Northside Boulevard. Only a 
circular drive is provided to allow motorists to 
drop off passengers. Every effort should be made 
to reduce traffic congestion along Northside Boule-
vard thus reducing its impact as a barrier between 
the University and the river. 

Parking structures are suggested for the parking 
needs of students, faculty and staff with surface 
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Lincolnway East 

lots provided for overflow parking. No structure is 
further than a five minute walk from the center of 
the campus. Rapid dispersal of campus traffic will 
be of critical concern in the future. For this reason, 
a large parking structure is located south of the 
river, to take advantage of Lincoln Way East as an 
additional entrance to the campus. 

The University program calls for 6,000 parking 
places by the time the enrollment reaches a 
maximum 12,000 FTE students. The amount of 
parking shown falls short of that figure by 700 
spaces. If additional parking should become neces-
sary, it should be located south of the river or east 
of the campus towards I ron wood Drive. Location 
in either area wi II prevent the encroachment of 
vehicles on the main campus while still allowing for 
less than a five minute walk from car to campus. 
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Rectilinear walkways reflect 
gridiron pattern of city streets 
and walks 

Pedestrian Circulation 
Perhaps the single most critical physical element of 
the plan concept is the walking surface formed of a 
series of plazas and courts about which buildings 
are placed. Linked together by narrow walkway 
surfaces, the plazas occur at the three main 
elevations related to floor levels of the buildings 
and provide the transition in grade between Misha-
waka Avenue and Riverside Drive. 

Because all buildings have entrances upon this 
series of plazas, it is essentially a pedestrian "main 
street" through which all students will pass on 
their way between classes. In concept, it is a paved 
surface from building wall to building wall and 

contrasts sharply with the open green spaces at the 
north and, especially, at the south where the park 
and the river's edge form a landscape setting for 
the campus. 

Walkways extend from the plazas out into the 
general environment. On the north, east and west 
sides, these extensions are integrated into the city 
walkway pattern although they are wider than 
normal in the vicinity of the campus and extend to 
the street curb. Walkways extending to the south 
and southwest (the existing park) are informal in 
character reflecting the informal, natural environ-
ment of the river and wooded park adjoining it. A 
pattern of generous sweeping curves is indicated on 
the general plan to accomplish this. 
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I Planting is more linear in this zone, 
paralleling and defining the city systemI of streets and open spaces

I I 

Landscape Character 
Keyed to the environmental interest in the campus 
is the contrast between the intensively developed 
academic core and the informal atmosphere of the 
river and its adjacent open lands. Many major trees 
occur along the river and in the recreational areas 
south of the gym. These are preserved and addi-
tional trees are added in the courtyard east of 
Northside Hall to more closely tie the buildings to 
their natural setting. 

Land across the river is kept open for future 
University expansion. Though probably not needed 

l 
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Penetration ]ot 
natural planting 
into bldg. c6mplex 

for additional academic facilities, it is entirely 
conceivable that it will be needed for additional 
playfields for intramural and possibly intercolle-
giate sports. This land use assures the University of 
an appropriate setting in relation to the river 
valley. 

Courtyards within the academic core are intensely 
developed with formal planters, benches, sculpture 
and fountains. Every effort should be made to 
provide variety while still reflecting the architectur-
al and ordered nature of the setting. Within the 
planters, the plant materials provide contrast, 
offering a soft texture in an otherwise hard 
surfaced environment. 
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The enjoyment of a campus is to a large extent a resu It of theDETAILS 
careful attention given to the details of its development. This 
section suggests recommendations for the design of walkways 
and plazas, discusses appropriate illumination of the campus 
and suggests suitable choice and placement of plant materials. 
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WALKWAYS & PLAZAS Considerable attention will need to be given to the design and 
construction of the plazas to assure their important contribu-
tion to the environment of the center of the campus. While 
most of the paved surface may be concrete for ease· of 
maintenance and reasonableness of cost, there should be 
provision made for occasional areas of special paving (brick, 
stone or exposed aggregate concrete) signifying areas of 
congregation, important entrances, outdoor study areas or 
other special uses. Where concrete is used in large expanses, 
its surface texture and joint pattern should be carefully 
conceived and executed so as to avoid dullness and uninter-
est. Occasional provision for trees to be placed into the plaza 
surface should be made with the area above their root system 
(1 0' diameter circle minimum) covered with brick or stone 
and sand to assure ventilation and irrigation. 

Permanently secured benches should be provided at wide 
spots in the plazas that are out of the circulation route and 
placed in relation to each other so that they are convenient 
for group conversation, yet interesting in their placement 
pattern as a 'sculptural' element of the plaza when they are 
not in use. 

Steps, bench groupings and entranceways as well as the 
general walking surface should be illuminated at night. 

All walks and walking surfaces should be designed to 
accommodate light service vehicles and those that connect to 
service areas of buildings should receive additional reinforce-
ment and thickness to accommodate large delivery trucks. 
This will eliminate the need for a separate system of service 
drives. 

The wide expanses of paved area on the pedestrian "main 
street" extending from building to building, the generous 
curves of the walks along the southern edge of the campus 
and the width of walks adjacent to the street curbs along the 
north, west and east will substantially eliminate the problem 
of students shortcutti ng across lawn areas. In addition to 
these accommodations, a radius of 10 feet should be 
provided wherever walks intersect at right angles. 
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view at plaza level 
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LIGHTING In determining appropriate illumination of the campus, five 
categories can be identified and considered separately: 

Streets 
Although all of the streets within the scope of the campus are 
city streets and therefore presumably wi II be I ighted by the 
city, the fact that they do border the campus suggests that 
the University should participate in the determination of 
their illumination. The use of street fixtures other than those 
normally provided by the city could express special identity 
of the campus along the northwest, east and south edges. The 
importance of Mishawaka Avenue in the hierarchy of 
community traffic routes makes it difficult to recommend 
interrupting the normal lighting pattern to give campus 
identity along its exposure to this street. If, however, the 
street is I ighted from standards placed in the proposed 
median, campus lighting could extend to the south curbline 
between Greenlawn Avenue and 21st Street. 

To the extent that special campus lighting can be used along 
the edges of the campus, the fixture should provide a level of 
light that is compatible with residential street lighting. Color 
corrected mercury vapor lamps are recommended to provide 
operational economy with a pleasing illumination. Standards 
and fixtures should be dark anodized metal to reduce their 
apparentness during the daytime. 

Parking Areas (surface) 
Because the parking areas are essentially the gateway to a 
commuter campus for all students as well as for visitors and 
staff, their illumination is important to the campus environ-
ment. Its purpose should be to provide a lighting level 
sufficient to assure nighttime safety. In doing so, however, 
careful attention must be given to the quality of light and to 
its impact upon the environment both after dark and during 
the day. There is no reason to provide too much light, 
causing glare and displaying blinding light sources. An 
attempt should be made to conceal the light source and 
reduce the lighting level to a point that makes it compatible 
to the remainder of the campus and to the neighborhood. 
Similarly, the poles and fixtures should be as inconspicuous 
in daylight as possible. Generally this is most effectively 
accomplished through the use of dark anodized poles and 
fixtures at a relatively low height of 25 feet. Mercury vapor, 
color corrected, is recommended for economy of operation. 
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Academic Plazas 
The core of the campus open space pattern is a series of 
interconnected paved courts formed by the spaces between 
buildings and organized as three plaza levels. These should be 
illuminated to the fullest extent possible by spill-over light 
from within buildings and recessed soffit lightirJg along the 
building walls and from below 'bridges' that connect struc-
tures above the level of the plaza. To the degree that this 
illumination cannot be made sufficient, it should be supple-
mented by globe I ights of butyrate plastic and dark anodized 
standards. The globe light, being non-dimensional in shape 
and pattern of illumination, is an appropriate object in 
definable spaces such as these. 

Walkway Extensions 
From the academic plazas, pedestrian walkways extend 
outward to the parking areas, streets, the river and the 
athletic area. These should be illuminated with simple but 
attractive fixtures placed on standards of a relatively low 
height ( 12-16'), of dark anodized metal to blend into the 
environment rather than stand out. Mercury vapor is recom-
mended but it is essential that it be color corrected in 
pedestrian zones. These could be either the globe I ights to 
repeat those necessary on the academic plazas or more 
efficient hooded units directing the light downward to the 
walk surface. 
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Special Illumination 
Several lighting problems are sufficiently distinct to suggest 
special consideration of them. One is the entranceways to the 
campus at the corner of Greenlawn Avenue and Hildreth 
Street (relocated) and again at Vine Street and 20th Street 
(relocated). These might most appropriately be lighted by the 
globe lights specified to supplement the plaza illumination. 
Second, the parking structures must have the source of their 
ceiling lights concealed or baffled sufficiently to eliminate 
unattractive and disturbing glare from the campus environ-
ment. Another special problem is the bridge across the St. 
Joseph River. In order to keep its silhouette as simple as 
possible, it may prove advantageous to consider illumination 
concealed into the sidewalk or handrails and directed down 
to the walking surface. 

Please note that there are no recommendations for floodlight-
ing buildings. To the extent there is a recommendation, it is a 
negative one. It is suggested that all of the attention and 
money for illumination be directed toward providing func-
tional lighting in an aesthetic way. If the open spaces are 
appropriately illuminated, architectural illumination will be 
achieved as a subtle and attractive by-product. 

Although the concerns for illumination have been discussed 
according to category, it is important that a concerted 
attempt be made to provide unity of design throughout the 
entire scope of lighting. Much of this unity can be achieved 
through the consistent use of dark anodized metal standards 
of similar cross-sectional shape, but varying sizes according to 
height. 

DETAILS 6 



PLANTING 
The primary plant material recommended for this campus is 
the deciduous shade tree. Its occurrence in the plan takes 
different patterns according to the characteristics of the area; 
formal placement along streets, drives and parking areas and 
informal placement on the plazas and in the open green 
spaces at both the north and south campus edges. Where 
placed into the plazas, trees are to receive hard-burned brick 
or granite blocks about their base to provide air and water to 
the root zone. Minimum dimension of this detail is to be a 10 
foot diameter circle. Where the plaza is over basement space, 
a minimum soil depth of 5 feet will be necessary for tree 
planting. 

While deciduous shade trees form a canopy overhead without 
restricting eye-level vision throughout the campus, coniferous 
evergreens are dense within their entire height and obstruct 
vision. Therefore, their use on campus is appropriate only 
where visually undesirable features require screening or where 
the space is of a dimension sufficient to receive obstructions 
within it, such as in the park and along the river. 

Flowering trees are to be encouraged along the river's edge 
and in other areas where students can come in close contact 
with them. 

Extensive use of shrubs is not anticipated. Evergreen shrubs 
should be concentrated at entrances to the campus and 
deciduous shrubs only within beds of ground cover or as a 
medium height ground cover. Evergreen ground cover should 
be limited to special zones such as planted areas within the 
plazas or at entranceways. 

DETAILS 7 



Recommended Plant Materials 

Shade trees: 

Evergreen: 

Flowering trees: 

Shrubs, evergreen: 

Shrubs, deciduous: 

Ground cover: 

Sugar maple 
Red maple 
Red oak 
Pin oak 
Thornless honey locust 
Maidenhair tree 
Little leaf linden 
Austrian Pine 
Scotch Pine 
Flowering crabapple 
Flowering cherry 
Hawthorn 
Yew 
Spreading juniper 
Cotoneaster 
Barberry 
Pyracantha 
Dwarf European cranberry 
Pachysandra 
Vinca 
Baltic Ivy 
Euonymus 

DETAILS 8 
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This section contains a statistical summary indicating the DATA 
number of square feet shown in the study model for each 
function on campus. When compared to the physical needs 
expressed in the Program Section, a determination can be 
made regarding the ability of the plan to accomplish the 
present academic goals. It should be reemphasized however 
that the plan is a guideline, expressing concepts of develop-
ment. A degree of flexibility is necessary to accommodate 
changes in academic programs, and as program changes are 
made, square footage requirements and building configura-
tions must be adjusted. 

DATA 1 



STATISTICAL SUMMARY- 12,000 FTE STUDENTS 

ACADEMIC 

Function 

Classrooms 
Offices 
Research 
Labs 
Library 
Administration 
Auditorium 
St. Services 

Total 

Gross Square Feet/FTE student 

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION 

Gymnasium 

Recreational Open Space 
Playing Fields 
Informal recreation areas 

PARKING 

Type of Parking 

Surface Lots 
Structures 

Ratio of spaces to FTE students 1 :2.4 

Programmed Gross 
Square Feet 

280,560 
120,240 
40,080 

200,400 

1,192,380 

100 

180,400 

15 acres 
18 acres 

Number of Spaces 

1140 
3960 

5100 

Total Gross Square 
Feet Shown 

758,000 

265,600 
154,000 
31,000 (existing) 

198,000 

1 ,406,600 square feet 

117 

DATA 2 



SERVICE 

It is suggested that service facilities, including heating plant, be incorporated in the proposed 
parking structure located immediately east of Northside Hall. This would provide approximately 
70,000 gross square feet of enclosed space, or a ratio of 6 square feet to each FTE student. 

DENSITY 

The Ground Area Coverage and the Floor Area Ratio are terms used to measure the capacity of a 
site to support a function. They are defined as follows: 

G.A.C.- The ratio expressed as a decimal of building ground coverage to total land 
area. The GAC for most campuses ranges from .20 to .35. 

F.A.R.- The ratio of gross building floor area to total land area. The FAR usually 
varies from .70 to L20 among other colleges and universities. 

Proposed densities at the South Bend campus are as follows: 

Total 
Excluding Surface Parking 
& Recreation 

Proposed Indiana University land area 
north of the river 61 acres 33 acres 

Building Ground Coverage 

G.A.C. 
(all buildings) 

.23 
609,600 sq. ft. 

.42 
Gross floor area (all buildings) 
F.A.R. .94 

2,495,100 sq. ft. 
1.73 

DATA 3 
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	INTRODUCTIO
	INTRODUCTIO
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	Campus planning is a continuous process. The initial study effort represented by this report provides a concept of expansion, establishing basic criteria regarding campus organization, orientation and character, and making firm recommendations pertaining to vehicular and pedestrian circulation. These guidelines provide a framework within which day to day decisions can be made with assurance that such decisions will relate logically to past and future campus organization. 
	-
	-
	-

	Because planning will continue, this report is organized in such a manner as will allow the inclusion of future pertinent information as it is developed. Each section begins with a review of the information obtained by the planners together with their recommendations. Where appropriate, letters and reports substantiating conclusions are summarized and included. Each section then contains a "Post Study" division for the filing of future data specific to that section. 
	-

	Divider headings are included in the order in which the individual topics were considered during the initial study. This first section, for example, includes minutes of early meetings with University Administrators, City Officials and representatives of the architectural firm of Keene, MacRae Associates, Inc. and Richard Paul Miller. Subsequent sections range from the broad scale concerns of a regional analysis to the details of campus character. 

	PROGRA
	PROGRA
	M 

	In developing a master plan program for the next decade at Indiana University at South Bend, the committee responsible for the program has established certain educational goals: 
	1
	1
	1
	. 

	To accommodate an unprecedented number of college enrollees from the regions surrounding South Bend; 

	2
	2
	. 

	To provide collegiate level courses and degrees for those students who prefer to commute to school from their homes; 

	3
	3
	. 

	To make available a broad range of continuing education courses for adults; 
	-


	4
	4
	. 

	To support basic and applied research. 


	Information in this section summarizes the basic criteria established to achieve these educational goals. Since the purpose of this study is to develop an appropriate environment for the educational process, only those portions of the University's academic master plan which define physical space requirements are included. Full time equivalent (FTE) enrollments have been projected through 1976, when enrollments are expected to total 7,085 students. Discussions among university and planning personnel, however
	-
	-

	INDIANA UNIVERSITY AT SOUTH BEND PROGRAM SUMMARY 12,000 FTE STUDENT
	INDIANA UNIVERSITY AT SOUTH BEND PROGRAM SUMMARY 12,000 FTE STUDENT
	S 

	ACADEMIC 
	The following stat1st1cs are Regional Campuses. 
	Function 
	Classrooms 
	Laboratories 
	Faculty Offices 
	Research Academic Storage 
	Library 
	Study Hall 
	Study Hall 

	Stacks and Service Administration Auditorium 
	Student Services 
	Total 
	Total 
	based on information supplied by Indiana University's Division of 
	Assignable SquarFeet Per FT
	e 
	E 

	10.0 
	10.0 
	7.5 
	6.0 
	3.0 
	1.0 
	10.0 
	4.0 
	6.0 
	2.0 
	10.0 
	59.5 

	Gross Square Feet Per FTE Student-100 
	ATHLETICS AND RECREATION 
	Function Gymnasium 
	Assignable SquarFeet Per FT
	e 
	E 

	9.0 
	9.0 
	Total Assignable Square Feet 
	120,000 90,000 72,000 36,000 12,000 

	120,000 48,000 72,000 24,000 (including faculty) 120,000 
	714,000 
	714,000 
	Total Assignable Square Feet 
	108,000 

	Total Gross Square Feet 
	200,400 150,300 120,240 60,120 20,040 
	200,400 150,300 120,240 60,120 20,040 
	200,4080,16120,2440,08
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 

	200,40
	0 


	1'192,38
	0 

	Total GrosSquare Fee
	s 
	t 

	180,40
	0 

	Playing Fields-27 acres (based on an average of 100 square feet per FTE student. This figure is derived from information presented in Planning Areas and Facilities for Health, Physical Education and Recreation by The Athletic Institute, and American Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation). 
	PROGRAM 
	PARKING 
	PARKING 

	Required parking is based on the assumption that while during the early years of campus development there may be a need to provide two parking spaces for every three FTE students, this figure will drop to possibly one space for every two FTE students as academic programs and schedules become more varied and City transportation systems become more acceptable for commuters. Both ratios include parking for faculty, staff and visitors. 
	-
	-

	FTE Enrollment 
	FTE Enrollment 
	FTE Enrollment 
	Assumed Ratio 
	Number of Parking Spaces 

	3,000 
	3,000 
	2 to 3 
	2,000 

	6,000 
	6,000 
	2 to 3 
	4,000 

	9,000 
	9,000 
	1 to 2 
	4,500 

	12,000 
	12,000 
	1 to 2 
	6,000 


	HOUSINNo housing is planned for the campus at South Bend
	G 
	. 

	SERVIC
	SERVIC
	E 


	No specific requirements have been established for the amount of service facilities that will be needed at South Bend campus. Experience at other campuses, however, would indicate that from 3 to 6 gross square feet of service building should be programmed for each FTE student. 



	REGIO
	REGIO
	N 

	Indiana University at South Bend is planned as a commuting college. A knowledge of existing and proposed roadways in the region is necessary before projections can be made on the travel patterns which students as well as staff members will follow in their daily trips to the campus. Awareness of such patterns is helpful in determining future campus orientation, entrances and parking zones. 
	The population of St. Joseph County is expanding rapidly with major growth occurring to the northeast and southeast. The University is in an excellent location to serve the increasing numbers of college students who will be traveling to the campus from these areas. 
	The proposed thoroughfare plan for St. Joseph County suggests a system of three ring roads to carry traffic around the congested centers of South Bend and Mishawaka. Ironwood Drive lying just east of the campus becomes part of the Intermediate Belt within this system. It is assumed that many of those bound for the campus from outlying areas will use this route. This suggests that a major entrance to the campus from the east be considered in future planning. 
	A grade separation is presently planned for the intersection of Ironwood Drive with the Outer Belt. Since students coming from rural areas will very likely use the Outer Belt to bypass the city, an interchange would be advisable at Ironwood Drive to allow for a more direct route in to the campus. 
	Students and staff living in the inner city will very likely continue to approach the University from the west over Mishawaka Avenue or Northside Boulevard suggesting a second major entrance on this side of the campus. Traffic on these routes will increase in volume as enrollments increase, suggesting efforts should be made to disperse this traffic as it nears the campus in order to facilitate easier movement into and out of future parking zones. 
	The City of South Bend has recently purchased the local bus system. Improvements in scheduling can help alleviate potential traffic congestion in the vicinity of the university by encouraging more students to rely on public transportation. The possibility exists that Indiana University may offer joint programs with other colleges in the area, particularly Notre Dame University. Here again, a suitable bus system running between the institutions involved can relieve congestion by eliminating the need for stud
	-

	·+ 
	-

	COMMUNIT
	COMMUNIT
	Y 

	Indiana University at South Bend is and will continue to be an urban campus centrally located so as to be readily accessible to all potential students in the area. All future construction to meet the demands of an expanding enrollment can very likely be incorporated within a 5 minute walking radius. But such a radius includes a good deal of property not now owned by the college. In order to realize future enrollment goals, a considerable amount of additional land will be needed for the attendant building pr
	-
	-

	To the east, a residential neighborhood lies between the university property and Ironwood Drive, the logical boundary for'campus expansion in this direction. City officials have expressed a willingness to close the streets in this area if the university obtains all of the adjoining land from the existing property owners. 
	-

	Northside Boulevard separates the university from the St. Joseph River to the south, thereby limiting the opportunity to relate the campus directly to the water's edge. Much of this roadway and its extension, Pleasant Street, has been improved and widened in recent years. Across the river to the south, approximately 26 acres of open land is devoted to a par-3 golf course. A major sewer under this land is for "wet weather flow" and is in use only during heavy rain storms. It can be rerouted if the university
	To the west, Northside Park, an Army Reserve Center and residences surround Associates Investment Company. University expansion in this direction must take into account any future plans which Associates might have for also expanding into the neighboring residential areas. Here again, minor streets can be closed if all adjoining property is held in single ownership. 
	-

	North of Mishawaka Boulevard, a major city park offers recreation facilities which might be used by the university students. Physical expansion into the park is questionable, however, because of the high volumes of traffic caused by the boulevard. 
	It becomes apparent that except for commercial areas along Lincoln Way East and property owned by Associates Investment Company, land bounded by Mishawaka Boulevard, Ironwood Drive, Lincoln Way East and Twickenham Drive should be considered as providing potential building sites for future campus expansion. Land in this zone, approximately 100 acres, lies within a 5 to 6 minute walking distance of Northside Hall. The initial direction of expansion will establish priorities in land purchases by the university
	-

	Figure


	SIT
	SIT
	E 

	To recognize the attributes of a site and to capture their spirit in future development is the purpose of site analysis. Characteristics of a site should govern its use and should guide planners in the placement of functions on the land. 
	At South Bend, the existing topography in the vicinity of Indiana University forms a well defined valley through which runs the St. Joseph River. Because the threat of flooding is negligible, all of the valley in this area can be considered buildable land. Soil boring data compiled for the City along Northside Boulevard suggests further that adequate bearing capacity exists for future buildings. 
	The visual orientation of all land units along the valley is to the St. Joseph River. It serves, therefore, as a unifying element and, in the vicinity of the university, ties together the land uses between the bridges at Twickenham and Ironwood. 
	As has been noted, the need to disperse traffic as it nears the campus will be critical to avoid undo congestion. Potential access points to the campus can be identified from each of the major traffic routes which define the zone for university expansion. While logical in terms of existing traffic patterns, further emphasis on entering the campus from Northside Boulevard is questionable. The more traffic that is generated on this route, the more significant it becomes as a barrier between the university and
	Existing university buildings include Northside Hall and Greenlawn Hall. The latter, a renovated tool and dye plant, serves the university well at the present time but its low density may make it inappropriate for campus use in the future. Similarly, while purchase of the Coca Cola bottling plant and the detention home adjacent to the university is well advised, use of these structures for teaching facilities for any significant length of time should be questioned because of their limited capacity. 
	Figure

	CONCEP
	CONCEP
	T 

	The analysis of the University's academic goals and the analysis of the region, community and site are merged into a concept for future development. Alternative concepts are presented, suggesting various schemes for expansion within the guidelines established by program and site analysis. 
	Six schemes were presented for expansion of Indiana University at South Bend, each exhibiting certain advantages and disadvantages but all recognizing the land areas needed to sustain a campus of 12,000 students and all exhibiting a relationship to various aspects of the site. 
	Expansion to the east requires immediate negotratron to
	East 
	East 
	purchase apartments and private houses east of the present campus. This concept orients to the valley-land across the river falls within the five minute walking radius and can be developed to serve various University needs. An entrance to the campus from Lincoln Way East is feasible, reducing the impact of campus traffic on Mishawaka Avenue and North-side Boulevard. 
	South 
	1 

	Several schemes are shown for expanding the campus to the south. The first envisions academic buildings located on landfill in the St. Joseph River. Northside Boulevard continues through the campus with an overpass connecting academic facilities on either side. This scheme directly relates the campus to the river valley in a dramatic manner. Landfill and retaining walls are expensive however and State officials would look with disfavor on restricting the river's flow. 
	-
	-

	CONCEPT 4 
	CONCEPT 4 

	South 
	2 

	Rerouting the St. Joseph River results in a more centralized academic zone but one which because of its lengthened north/south access has little relationship to the waters edge. Northside Boulevard continues to separate the campus from the river. While changing the river channel is feasible and more desirable than restricting existing flow, the cost can be justified only if other lands adjacent to the campus are unavailable for University expansion. 
	South 
	3 

	In this scheme the St. Joseph River becomes the unifying feature within the campus. Major functions occur on both sides of the river resulting in maximum dispersal of campus traffic. Northside Boulevard traffic is rerouted allowing the academic core of the campus to relate directly to the river. A strong tie between the north and south campus segments utilizing substantial bridges is mandatory. 
	Greenlawn Avenue is closed to through traffic allowing for continuity in campus organization. Some private homes in this area would need to be purchased to allow for stronger link between buildings to the east and to the west. 
	Academic e parallels waters edge 
	thus recognizing river's importance as 
	a major environmental resource. 
	--i:~~C~S" .. 
	--i:~~C~S" .. 
	--i:~~C~S" .. 
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	'-~·.~~-r.trrot1~h traffic 1s allowed to: continue 
	'-~·.~~-r.trrot1~h traffic 1s allowed to: continue 

	·~· ... on Northside Boulevard. 
	·~· ... on Northside Boulevard. 

	Land needed immediately for academ
	Land needed immediately for academ
	-


	ic expansion 
	ic expansion 
	includes the Army Re
	-


	serve Center and Veterans Park to the 
	serve Center and Veterans Park to the 

	west 
	west 
	and the detention home to the 
	Land 
	south 
	of 
	the 
	river 
	should 
	be 

	east. 
	east. 
	obtained 
	at 
	an 
	early date for future 

	TR
	expansion 
	of 
	the 
	campus 
	functions 

	TR
	and 
	to 
	protect the river valley from 

	TR
	being developed 
	in 
	undesirable 
	uses. 

	TR
	West-Final Concept 

	TR
	CONCEPT 
	7 


	Discussions pertaining to the advantages and disad-
	Discussions pertaining to the advantages and disad-


	DESIGN 
	DESIGN 
	vantages of the various concepts suggest that expansion of the campus northward towards Mishawaka Boulevard and westward into Northside Sou levard Park would be most appropriate. The opportunity to build immediately on University property is of primary importance. At the same time, the purchase of land along Northside Boulevard for future expansion wi II allow the campus ultimately to more fully take advantage of the beauty-of the St. Joseph River. 
	vantages of the various concepts suggest that expansion of the campus northward towards Mishawaka Boulevard and westward into Northside Sou levard Park would be most appropriate. The opportunity to build immediately on University property is of primary importance. At the same time, the purchase of land along Northside Boulevard for future expansion wi II allow the campus ultimately to more fully take advantage of the beauty-of the St. Joseph River. 
	-
	-

	Within this framework, the design should reflect the needs of the educational program and the characteristics of the site. As shown in the model, a dense urban campus is envisioned. No building within the academic zone is further than a three 
	Within this framework, the design should reflect the needs of the educational program and the characteristics of the site. As shown in the model, a dense urban campus is envisioned. No building within the academic zone is further than a three 
	minute walk from the center. All buildings are connected by enclosed walkways or open plazas at common levels, allowing students and faculty to circulate freely throughout the academic zone. The buildings open out to the major campus entrances and parking on the north and to recreational facilities on the south. 


	· Reflecting the topography of the site, buildings along the north edge of the academic zone are built into the banks and serve to enclose courtyards which step down to the valley floor and open out to the river. 
	The design development illustrates a realignment in Hildreth Street, separating the proposed expansion 
	The design development illustrates a realignment in Hildreth Street, separating the proposed expansion 
	of the University from Associates Investment Company. These two institutions have enjoyed an excellent relationship in the past and it is assumed that this spirit of cooperation will continue in the future. The Hildreth Street realignment provides for a wider dimension and, therefore, a stronger tie between the present campus and its extension to the west. It reduces the amount of parking for Associate Investment Company, however. The placement of this parking together with the possible expansion of Associa
	-
	-
	-


	DESIGN 
	DESIGN 
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	Organizatio
	Organizatio
	Organizatio
	n 
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	l 
	NOTE: Building numbers denote number of floor levels. 

	Horizontally the academic core of the campus is organized along a spine of buildings containing classrooms, faculty offices, research and laboratories. Separate from but connected to this spine are buildings containing special functions. These include the library, administration building, student services and the gymnasium. Because it now houses a major theatre, Northside Hall becomes primarily a fine arts and performing arts building. Beyond the core, parking structures and lots are located so as to give a
	-
	-

	The campus is built in stages with buildings and plazas adqed as academic program demands increase. Certain buildings such as the library may initially house other functions (such as student services). As enrollments grow, these functions will move into their own buildings. 
	DESIGN 
	DESIGN 
	715.00 LEVE
	715.00 LEVE
	L 

	702. 50 LEVEL 

	690.00 L-EVEL 
	690.00 L-EVEL 
	o/ ACROSS RIVER 
	BRIDGE 


	Level Relationships 
	Level Relationships 
	The existing terrain surrounding the campus drops from an elevation of approximately 715 feet on the high grade north of Northside Hall to an elevation of approximately 690 feet along the banks of the St. Joseph River. The campus is designed to take advantage of this drop in grade and to become a part of the north wall of the valley. Three levels made up of plazas and building floors are used to descend the slope. 
	DESIGN 




	715 Leve
	715 Leve
	715 Leve
	l 


	Major entrances to the campus are from the 715 level to the North. Students and faculty walking into the campus from parking lots and structures at this level can walk from building to building without going up or down steps. Moving southward through the co!T'plex, they find themselves on the second and then the third floors of certain buildings as the land below drops down to the river. Movement to lower levels is through stair wells or elevators within the buildings. 
	702.5 Leve
	702.5 Leve
	702.5 Leve
	l 

	_
	j 


	Those people bound for the campus from the parking structure south of the river or those entering Northside Hall through its front entrance wi II find themselves at the 702.5 level. This level corresponds with the first floor of Northside Hall. Through hallways and plazas, the pedestrian can again move freely from one building to another. Only the student services building is beyond reach at this level. Connection to the administration building is at its basement level. 
	To reduce their impact on the campus, parking structures are set into the ground with one or possibly two floors lying below grade. A connecting link between the administration building and the parking structures lying just north and south of it can be established therefore at the 702.5 level. 

	690 Leve
	690 Leve
	690 Leve
	l 


	Major recreational facilities, formal and informal, are located at the 690 level. The ground floor of the gymnasium, student services building and library open out onto lawns and trees at this level. Lawns adjacent to the gym are established as playfields for Physical Education classes while lawns further to the east are used by students for relaxation and study. If more extensive playfields are required, they should be established south of the river where more open land is available. 
	The parking structure lying west of the gymnasium is connected to the gym through either an open court or enclosed walkway. The roof of the structure is available for hard court games such as tennis, basketball or handball. 
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	Circulation & Parking 
	Circulation & Parking 
	Circulation & Parking 
	Existing city streets and thoroughfares"<lre used to provide access to the campus for commuting students and faculty and access to individual buildings for service vehicles. Major visitor entrances to the academic core are provided on the north and east sides of the complex. 
	-

	No major automobile entrances are provided to the campus directly from Northside Boulevard. Only a circular drive is provided to allow motorists to drop off passengers. Every effort should be made to reduce traffic congestion along Northside Boulevard thus reducing its impact as a barrier between the University and the river. 
	-

	Parking structures are suggested for the parking needs of students, faculty and staff with surface 
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	Lincolnway East 
	lots provided for overflow parking. No structure is further than a five minute walk from the center of the campus. Rapid dispersal of campus traffic will be of critical concern in the future. For this reason, a large parking structure is located south of the river, to take advantage of Lincoln Way East as an additional entrance to the campus. 
	The University program calls for 6,000 parking places by the time the enrollment reaches a maximum 12,000 FTE students. The amount of parking shown falls short of that figure by 700 spaces. If additional parking should become necessary, it should be located south of the river or east of the campus towards I ron wood Drive. Location in either area wi II prevent the encroachment of vehicles on the main campus while still allowing for less than a five minute walk from car to campus. 
	-

	DESIGN 7 
	Rectilinear walkways reflect gridiron pattern of city streets and walks 


	Pedestrian Circulation 
	Pedestrian Circulation 
	Perhaps the single most critical physical element of the plan concept is the walking surface formed of a series of plazas and courts about which buildings are placed. Linked together by narrow walkway surfaces, the plazas occur at the three main elevations related to floor levels of the buildings and provide the transition in grade between Mishawaka Avenue and Riverside Drive. 
	-

	Because all buildings have entrances upon this series of plazas, it is essentially a pedestrian "main street" through which all students will pass on their way between classes. In concept, it is a paved surface from building wall to building wall and 
	Because all buildings have entrances upon this series of plazas, it is essentially a pedestrian "main street" through which all students will pass on their way between classes. In concept, it is a paved surface from building wall to building wall and 
	contrasts sharply with the open green spaces at the north and, especially, at the south where the park and the river's edge form a landscape setting for the campus. 

	Walkways extend from the plazas out into the general environment. On the north, east and west sides, these extensions are integrated into the city walkway pattern although they are wider than normal in the vicinity of the campus and extend to the street curb. Walkways extending to the south and southwest (the existing park) are informal in character reflecting the informal, natural environment of the river and wooded park adjoining it. A pattern of generous sweeping curves is indicated on the general plan t
	Walkways extend from the plazas out into the general environment. On the north, east and west sides, these extensions are integrated into the city walkway pattern although they are wider than normal in the vicinity of the campus and extend to the street curb. Walkways extending to the south and southwest (the existing park) are informal in character reflecting the informal, natural environment of the river and wooded park adjoining it. A pattern of generous sweeping curves is indicated on the general plan t
	-

	DESIGN 
	Planting is more linear in this zone, paralleling and defining the city systemI 
	I 

	of streets and open spaces
	I 
	I 



	Landscape Character 
	Landscape Character 
	Keyed to the environmental interest in the campus is the contrast between the intensively developed academic core and the informal atmosphere of the river and its adjacent open lands. Many major trees occur along the river and in the recreational areas south of the gym. These are preserved and additional trees are added in the courtyard east of Northside Hall to more closely tie the buildings to their natural setting. 
	-

	Land across the river is kept open for future University expansion. Though probably not needed 
	l 
	l 
	'l , r 
	Penetration ]ot natural planting into bldg. c6mplex 
	for additional academic facilities, it is entirely conceivable that it will be needed for additional playfields for intramural and possibly intercollegiate sports. This land use assures the University of an appropriate setting in relation to the river valley. 
	-

	Courtyards within the academic core are intensely developed with formal planters, benches, sculpture and fountains. Every effort should be made to provide variety while still reflecting the architectural and ordered nature of the setting. Within the planters, the plant materials provide contrast, offering a soft texture in an otherwise hard surfaced environment. 
	-

	DESIGN 9 

	The enjoyment of a campus is to a large extent a resu It of the



	DETAILS 
	DETAILS 
	careful attention given to the details of its development. This section suggests recommendations for the design of walkways and plazas, discusses appropriate illumination of the campus and suggests suitable choice and placement of plant materials. 
	DETAILS 1 
	WALKWAYS & PLAZA
	WALKWAYS & PLAZA
	S 

	Considerable attention will need to be given to the design and construction of the plazas to assure their important contribution to the environment of the center of the campus. While most of the paved surface may be concrete for ease· of maintenance and reasonableness of cost, there should be provision made for occasional areas of special paving (brick, stone or exposed aggregate concrete) signifying areas of congregation, important entrances, outdoor study areas or other special uses. Where concrete is use
	-
	-

	Permanently secured benches should be provided at wide spots in the plazas that are out of the circulation route and placed in relation to each other so that they are convenient for group conversation, yet interesting in their placement pattern as a 'sculptural' element of the plaza when they are not in use. 
	Steps, bench groupings and entranceways as well as the general walking surface should be illuminated at night. 
	All walks and walking surfaces should be designed to accommodate light service vehicles and those that connect to service areas of buildings should receive additional reinforcement and thickness to accommodate large delivery trucks. This will eliminate the need for a separate system of service drives. 
	-

	The wide expanses of paved area on the pedestrian "main street" extending from building to building, the generous curves of the walks along the southern edge of the campus and the width of walks adjacent to the street curbs along the north, west and east will substantially eliminate the problem of students shortcutting across lawn areas. In addition to these accommodations, a radius of 10 feet should be provided wherever walks intersect at right angles. 
	view at plaza level 
	3 
	LIGHTINIn determining appropriate illumination of the campus, five categories can be identified and considered separately: 
	G 

	Streets 
	Streets 
	Although all of the streets within the scope of the campus are city streets and therefore presumably wi II be I ighted by the city, the fact that they do border the campus suggests that the University should participate in the determination of their illumination. The use of street fixtures other than those normally provided by the city could express special identity of the campus along the northwest, east and south edges. The importance of Mishawaka Avenue in the hierarchy of community traffic routes makes 
	To the extent that special campus lighting can be used along the edges of the campus, the fixture should provide a level of light that is compatible with residential street lighting. Color corrected mercury vapor lamps are recommended to provide operational economy with a pleasing illumination. Standards and fixtures should be dark anodized metal to reduce their apparentness during the daytime. 

	Parking Areas (surface) 
	Parking Areas (surface) 
	Because the parking areas are essentially the gateway to a commuter campus for all students as well as for visitors and staff, their illumination is important to the campus environment. Its purpose should be to provide a lighting level sufficient to assure nighttime safety. In doing so, however, careful attention must be given to the quality of light and to its impact upon the environment both after dark and during the day. There is no reason to provide too much light, causing glare and displaying blinding 
	-


	Academic Plazas 
	Academic Plazas 
	The core of the campus open space pattern is a series of interconnected paved courts formed by the spaces between buildings and organized as three plaza levels. These should be illuminated to the fullest extent possible by spill-over light from within buildings and recessed soffit lightirJg along the building walls and from below 'bridges' that connect structures above the level of the plaza. To the degree that this illumination cannot be made sufficient, it should be supplemented by globe I ights of butyra
	-
	-


	Walkway Extensions 
	Walkway Extensions 
	From the academic plazas, pedestrian walkways extend outward to the parking areas, streets, the river and the athletic area. These should be illuminated with simple but attractive fixtures placed on standards of a relatively low height ( 12-16'), of dark anodized metal to blend into the environment rather than stand out. Mercury vapor is recommended but it is essential that it be color corrected in pedestrian zones. These could be either the globe I ights to repeat those necessary on the academic plazas or 
	-

	Special Illumination 
	Special Illumination 
	Several lighting problems are sufficiently distinct to suggest special consideration of them. One is the entranceways to the campus at the corner of Greenlawn Avenue and Hildreth Street (relocated) and again at Vine Street and 20th Street (relocated). These might most appropriately be lighted by the globe lights specified to supplement the plaza illumination. Second, the parking structures must have the source of their ceiling lights concealed or baffled sufficiently to eliminate unattractive and disturbing
	-

	Please note that there are no recommendations for floodlighting buildings. To the extent there is a recommendation, it is a negative one. It is suggested that all of the attention and money for illumination be directed toward providing functional lighting in an aesthetic way. If the open spaces are appropriately illuminated, architectural illumination will be achieved as a subtle and attractive by-product. 
	-
	-

	Although the concerns for illumination have been discussed according to category, it is important that a concerted attempt be made to provide unity of design throughout the entire scope of lighting. Much of this unity can be achieved through the consistent use of dark anodized metal standards of similar cross-sectional shape, but varying sizes according to height. 



	PLANTING 
	PLANTING 
	The primary plant material recommended for this campus is the deciduous shade tree. Its occurrence in the plan takes different patterns according to the characteristics of the area; formal placement along streets, drives and parking areas and informal placement on the plazas and in the open green spaces at both the north and south campus edges. Where placed into the plazas, trees are to receive hard-burned brick or granite blocks about their base to provide air and water to the root zone. Minimum dimension 
	While deciduous shade trees form a canopy overhead without restricting eye-level vision throughout the campus, coniferous evergreens are dense within their entire height and obstruct vision. Therefore, their use on campus is appropriate only where visually undesirable features require screening or where the space is of a dimension sufficient to receive obstructions within it, such as in the park and along the river. 
	Flowering trees are to be encouraged along the river's edge and in other areas where students can come in close contact with them. 
	Extensive use of shrubs is not anticipated. Evergreen shrubs should be concentrated at entrances to the campus and deciduous shrubs only within beds of ground cover or as a medium height ground cover. Evergreen ground cover should be limited to special zones such as planted areas within the plazas or at entranceways. 
	DETAILS 
	Recommended Plant Materials 
	Recommended Plant Materials 
	Shade trees: 
	Evergreen: Flowering trees: 
	Shrubs, evergreen: Shrubs, deciduous: 
	Ground cover: 
	Ground cover: 
	Sugar maple Red maple Red oak Pin oak Thornless honey locust Maidenhair tree Little leaf linden Austrian Pine Scotch Pine Flowering crabapple Flowering cherry Hawthorn Yew Spreading juniper Cotoneaster Barberry Pyracantha Dwarf European cranberry Pachysandra Vinca Baltic Ivy Euonymus 

	DETAILS 
	Figure
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	This section contains a statistical summary indicating the 


	DATA 
	DATA 
	number of square feet shown in the study model for each function on campus. When compared to the physical needs expressed in the Program Section, a determination can be made regarding the ability of the plan to accomplish the present academic goals. It should be reemphasized however that the plan is a guideline, expressing concepts of development. A degree of flexibility is necessary to accommodate changes in academic programs, and as program changes are made, square footage requirements and building config
	-
	-

	DATA 
	STATISTICAL SUMMARY-12,000 FTE STUDENT
	STATISTICAL SUMMARY-12,000 FTE STUDENT
	S 

	ACADEMIC 
	Function 
	Classrooms Offices Research Labs Library Administration Auditorium St. Services 
	Total 
	Total 
	Gross Square Feet/FTE student 
	ATHLETICS AND RECREATION 
	Gymnasium 
	Recreational Open Space Playing Fields Informal recreation areas 
	PARKING 
	Type of Parking 
	Surface Lots Structures 
	Ratio of spaces to FTE students 1 :2.4 
	Programmed GrosSquare Fee
	s 
	t 

	280,56120,2440,08200,40
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 

	1,192,38
	0 

	100 
	180,400 
	15 acres 18 acres 
	Number of Spaces 
	1140 3960 
	5100 
	Total Gross Square Feet Shown 
	758,000 
	265,600 154,000 31,000 (existing) 198,000 
	1 ,406,600 square feet 
	117 
	SERVICE 
	It is suggested that service facilities, including heating plant, be incorporated in the proposed parking structure located immediately east of Northside Hall. This would provide approximately 70,000 gross square feet of enclosed space, or a ratio of 6 square feet to each FTE student. 
	DENSITY 
	The Ground Area Coverage and the Floor Area Ratio are terms used to measure the capacity of a site to support a function. They are defined as follows: 
	G.A.C.-The ratio expressed as a decimal of building ground coverage to total land area. The GAC for most campuses ranges from .20 to .35. 
	F.A.R.-The ratio of gross building floor area to total land area. The FAR usually varies from .70 to L20 among other colleges and universities. 
	Proposed densities at the South Bend campus are as follows: 
	Total 
	Total 
	Total 
	Excluding Surface Parking & Recreation 

	Proposed Indiana University land area 
	Proposed Indiana University land area 

	north of the river 
	north of the river 
	61 acres 
	33 acres 

	Building Ground Coverage 
	Building Ground Coverage 

	G.A.C. 
	G.A.C. 
	(all buildings) 
	.23 
	609,600 sq. ft. 
	.42 

	Gross floor area (all buildings) F.A.R. 
	Gross floor area (all buildings) F.A.R. 
	.94 
	2,495,100 sq. ft. 
	1.73 
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